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SECURITY INFORMATION WITHOUT ROCKET-SCIENCE
MORTICED CYLINDER LATCH LOCKS
FOR AUTOMATIC LOCKING
Morticed latch - locks can be used to lock a door or gate automatically whenever it is closed
(like a night-latch). The strength of the morticed latch-lock lies in the fact that it is morticed
“inside” the door or gate and becomes part of the structure, which makes it less vulnerable
both to attack and to the weather.
Mortice Night Latch Body
The mortice night latch body illustrated at right has a latch
which locks automatically, as well as a deadlocking snib.
When the snib is fully depressed, the latch becomes like a
deadbolt – it cannot be pushed back with a credit card
or other small implement.

……latch bolt
…….deadlocking snib
………….. Hole for lock cylinder

Full Mortice Lock illustrated below
The Continental pattern mortice lock shown below has a draw-back latch which can be
operated by a handle from the inside, and by key from either side. (It can also be used as a
conventional mortice lock by fitting handles both inside and out). The latch bolt can be used
to lock the door automatically every time it closes, if no handle is fitted to the outside.
……………… Latch bolt (latches automatically)

…………………… Deadbolt (locked only deliberately)
Typical double cylinder ………………
(key operation from either side)

This Continental pattern cylinder operated double-throw deadlock above has a deadbolt (the
part that locks into the frame of the door) much longer and higher than the normal deadbolt
found on most other locks in commercial or residential premises.
One of the great features of all cylinder locks is the cylinder itself. Cylinders can be easily removed
and changed whenever a key is lost or stolen, without removing the lock body from the door. If the
lock body is correctly fitted, the cylinder can be changed using only the correct key and a screwdriver!
A variety of High Security cylinders with registered keys are available as optional extras, such
as CISA ASTRAL TEKNO S01 and C3000 T06.
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